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a good practice to cut crop residue to manageable 

sizes, lightly incorporate residue, and break up any 

shallow compaction layers. A VT implement is pulled 

behind a tractor. It consists of straight, fluted discs 

set about 10-12” apart. The discs are followed by a 

section of harrows then a set of rolling baskets. The 

implement cuts the residue, spreads it across the 

width of the machine then the rolling baskets crimp 

and cover the residue. The tool works from 1-5” below 

the soil, resulting in little soil disturbance.
Our two objectives for this research are:

1.  Determine if VT for a soybean/hard red spring 

wheat rotation is economically viable compared 

with the conventional tillage practice in the region. 

We will measure tractor passes (fuel and time), 

yield, and protein/oil.2.  Quantify soil health factors for the two tillage 

systems including soil temperature, moisture, and 

compaction, as well as visible signs of erosion and 

water runoff.
This research is being conducted on 155 acres at 

Tim Dufault’s farm near Gentilly, MN on the beach 

ridge of the Red River Valley. Wheat was planted 

and harvested in 2016. The field was divided into 

four plots. We worked the wheat stubble in two 

plots with a VT implement in September and 

October 2016. The other two plots were worked 

with a chisel plow twice in September and again in 

October. All four plots were cultivated and then 

seeded with soybeans in Spring 2017. Data on crop 

yield, grain test weight and percent moisture, soil 

temperature and moisture in the spring, and plant 

population were collected.RESULTSThe first year’s soybean yield results showed little 

difference between the VT and conventional 

tillage plots (Table 1). Stand counts taken at the V3 

growth stage showed an average of 10,000 less 

plants per acre in the VT plots. Soil temperature 

was an average of 0.5°F cooler in the VT plots than 

in the conventional tillage plots. There were only 

slight differences in soil moisture between the 

two treatments (Table 2). The average grain test 

weights were 0.366 lb/bu higher in the VT plots 

and the average grain %.Table 1. Soybean yield in vertical tillage and 

conventional tillage plots, 2017.Tillage practice
Yield*

(bu/A)
Vertical tillage

42.34
Chisel plow

43.29
*Average of two plots.

Table 2. Soil temperature and moisture in vertical 

tillage and conventional tillage plots, 2017Temperature (°F)* Moisture (m3/m3)*
Date Chisel 

plow
Vertical 
tillage

Chisel                    
low

Vertical 
tillage

4/11/17 34.4
34.65/4/17 47.0

46.1 0.391 0.395

5/10/17 47.8
47.6 0.422 0.444

5/17/17 51.1
50.0 0.356 0.353

Average 45.1
44.6 0.390 0.400

*Average of two plots.
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The shapes in each color section are: 
Top – Brand colors 
Left – Tints of brand colors
Right – Shades of brand colors

For consistency and to maintain brand identity, designated Minnesota 
state brand primary, accent, and neutral colors are to be used in all 
Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA) communications and 
outreach materials. 

This guide provides further color options within the state color palette 
with tints and shades of each brand color.  A tint is a mixture of a color 
with white, which increases lightness. A shade is the mixture of a color 
with black, which increases the darkness. 

Tints and shades can be useful in creating maps, charts, graphs, 
infographics, or publications requiring a wide range of colors. Most web 
and Microsoft programs are based on RGB (Red/Green/Blue) color 
values, so included in this guide are the RGB shade and tint values or 
numbers of state colors. 

0/53/96 0/53/96

28/79/119 0/43/82

79/109/146 0/32/68

126/146/177 NA

181/191/211 NA
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ACTIVITY  

REPORT
                  2019

In accordance with the Americans with 

Disabilities Act, this information is available 

in alternative forms of communication 

upon request by calling 651-201-6000. TTY 

users can call the Minnesota Relay Service 

at 711. The MDA is an equal opportunity 

employer and provider.

What is the difference between 

‘Quit’ and Dried Off’? 

Farms that quit are those farms that 

have decided, to the best of our 

current knowledge, to discontinue 

dairy farming. Farms that are dried off 

have stopped milking for a period of 

time, often during a specific season, 

but intend to resume operations within 

about 60 days. 

What is a ‘Transition’? 

A transition occurs when a farm 

changes ownership. Essentially, one 

permit is discontinued and another 

starts. This may be due to passing the 

farm along to another family member, 

engaging new partners, or changing 

business structures and legal entities 

responsible for the operation. 

Other notes about how we 

calculate these numbers: 

Dairy farm numbers are calculated by 

counting the number of dairy farm 

permits. A permit is the authorization 

given to operate as a dairy producer. It 

is important to know that one permit 

does not equate to one geographical 

location; in some cases there may 

be more than one permit on a 

geographical location or one farm site. 

For example, one farm site may have 

two brothers farming together that 

each have their own permit. Or, one 

farm site may have a milking goat herd 

and a milking cow herd, and therefore 

requires two separate permits. 

The MDA works with industry to 

update information about the status of 

permits on an ongoing basis; however, 

sometimes, notification of farm quits 

or transitions may be delayed and 

thus our numbers can sometimes 

reflect actual changes which occurred 

previous to the given month. 

This report provides 

frequent updates regarding 

the number of dairy farm 

permits recorded by the 

dairy inspection program. 

REPORT DATE       2019

Overall Number of 

Dairy Permits

Change from the 

Previous Month

Grade A Grade B

Total Permits

Cows

Goats

Sheep/Other

Grade A Grade B

New Permits

Farms Quit

Dried Off  

Transitions

Net Loss/Gain

Month
Total  
Farms

Monthly 
Total 

Loss/Gain 

Year to 
Date

1/1/19 2,763 – –

2/1/2019 2,786 23 23

3/1/2019 2,768 -18 5

4/1/2019 2,738 -30 -25

5/1/2019 2,683 -55 -80

6/1/2019

7/1/2019

8/1/2019

9/1/2019

10 /1/2019

11 /1/2019

12 /1/2019

GRADE A AND GRADE B FARMS

MONTHLY CHANGES

 
YEAR TO DATE

Below are a few samples of MDA communications and outreach materials 
that incorporate brand primary, accent, and neutral colors, along with 
some tints and shades. 

TRADE SHOW VENDORS, book your booth at www.mda.state.mn.us/moc or call Cassie at 651-201-6134

Minnesota 

Conference 

January 9-10, 2020 St. Cloud MN
30+ breakout sessions on soils, crops, livestock, certification, marketing and more
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Impact of Two 
Tillage Types on 
Yield, Economic 
Profitability, and 
Soil Health in Polk 
County Minnesota
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PROJECT SUMMARY
For the past 100 years, tillage in Northwest Minnesota (NW 
MN) has involved turning over the soil to create a black 
seedbed. This research will look at the difference between the 
conservation tillage method called vertical tillage (VT) and the 
more conventional chisel plow and cultivation as the primary fall 
tillage systems. The two tillage systems in a soybean and hard 
red spring wheat rotation will be compared for soil temperature, 
soil moisture, compaction, yield, and protein or oil content. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The predominant tillage system in NW MN is turning over 
the soil using a chisel plow and cultivation to create a black 
seedbed. Conservation tillage systems such as VT reduce 
compaction, leave more residue over the winter, reduce 
erosion, and retain more moisture in the soil profile. However, 
because NW MN has a shorter growing season, fewer frost free 
periods, and cooler springs and falls, farmers are hesitant to 
adopt conservation tillage practices which can cause cooler soil 
conditions in the spring. 

Vertical tillage is an option that is not as intensive as strip or 
no-till yet can still reduce erosion and improve soil health. It is 

 Vertical Tillage Tool

And here is an example:
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Minnesota Green

120/190/33 120/190/33

147/203/78 109/173/61

174/216/122 78/157/58

201/229/166 67/142/52

228/242/211 56/127/45

Minnesota Blue

0/56/101 0/56/101

51/96/132 19/50/90

102/136/163 0/31/69

153/175/193 NA

204/215/224 NA

PRIMARY COLORS
 

MINNESOTA BLUE MINNESOTA GREEN

The Minnesota Blue and Minnesota Green are the core of state brand 
identity, and should appear prominently on all communication pieces. 
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ACCENT TEAL

Accent Purple

93/41/95 93/41/95

125/84/127 79/31/80

158/126/159 64/18/65

190/169/191 56/9/57

223/212/223 43/0/43

Accent Cream

245/225/164 245/225/164

247/231/182 233/219/179

249/237/200 212/199/164

251/243/219 190/180/148

253/249/237 169/160/132

 Accent Green

     13/82/87 13/82/87

61/117/121 0/57/66

110/151/154 2/43/49

158/186/188 NA

207/220/221 NA

Accent Orange

141/63/43 141/63/43

164/101/85 114/37/8

187/140/128 95/26/0

209/178/170 74/10/0

232/216/213 NA

Accent Blue Gray

164/188/194 164/188/194

168/195/202 150/172/178

199/215/220 138/160/167

216/226/228 122/143/149

232/238/239 107/125/131

Accent Teal

0/142/170 0/142/170

51/164/187 0/132/157

102/187/204 0/121/144

153/210/221 0/109/131

204/232/238 0/97/117

ACCENT COLORS

Use these accent colors sparingly for charts, graphs, infographics, 
iconography, and in situations where color variety beyond brand primary 
colors are needed. 

 

ACCENT ORANGE

ACCENT BLUE GRAY
Safety Orange

235/146/42 235/146/42

241/166/84 215/134/38

245/187/123 194/121/33

249/207/161 174/108/27

252/229/204 154/95/19

Safety Red

166/25/46 166/25/46

187/73/69 155/12/35

201/112/101 138/5/27

217/152/141 121/0/18

233/198/189 95/0/11

SAFETY RED* SAFETY ORANGE*

ACCENT PURPLE

ACCENT GREEN

ACCENT CREAM

Accent Gold

255/200/69 255/200/69

255/211/106 232/188/74

255/222/143 210/171/68

255/233/181 189/154/61

255/244/218 148/121/44

Accent Sky Blue

155/203/235 155/203/235

175/213/239 137/190/221

195/224/243 125/174/202

215/234/247 113/158/183

235/245/251 100/141/164

ACCENT SKY BLUE ACCENT GOLD

*Safety Red and Orange are included in the palette primarily to communicate safety-related information. 
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Medium Gray

151/153/155

155/158/163

177/178/180

200/203/206

227/228/230

Dark Gray

83/86/90

117/120/123

152/154/156

186/187/189

221/221/222

Dark Gray

217/217/214

225/225/222

232/232/231

238/238/237

NA

NEUTRAL ACCENT COLORS  

Use shades of gray for charts, graphs, infographics, iconography or to 
add depth to text, backgrounds, and illustrations.

DARK GRAY MEDIUM GRAY LIGHT GRAY

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, this information is available in alternative forms of communication upon request by calling 651-201-6000. TTY users can call the Minnesota Relay Service at 711.  
The MDA is an equal opportunity employer and provider.


